Empathy-technique for patients with phantom limb pain
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Introduction: The Empathy-Technique (ET) can be regarded as an upfront method of phantom limb pain (PLP) elimination. It is aimed at removing the excitation focus in the brain structures and increasing of antinociceptive system activity.

Objectives: The objective of the study is to determine the ET effect in treatment of PLP patients.

Materials: Seventy-nine patients suffered from PLP and empathy-technique method was used for neutralizing PLP and decreasing pain sensations in the stump trigger points (TP).

Results & Discussion: In contrast to high intensity of PLP (6.61±0.22) before the empathy-technique session, substantially lower PLP intensity level (2.25±0.17) (p<0.001) was recorded after it. Testing colors of visual sensations by the patients with their eyes closed at the pain stimulation and after it, demonstrated that both PLP and pain in the stump TP were perceived in the colors of both the long-wave part of chromatic zone spectrum and the dark–gray colors of achromatic zone (pain colors). During the pain intensity reduction, there were changes of the visual sensation colors from pain colors to the medium and short-waves colors and light grey one (healthy colors). The decrease in PLP intensity and stump pain might be explained by the convergence of visual and pain modalities at the thalamus level. At this, visual and pain signals are transmitted along the thalamocortical pathways into the associative zones of cerebral cortex. There, an evaluation of incoming information is carried out and the flow of impulses is formed which enhances the inhibitory effect of the antinociceptive system. As the result, the focus of pathological excitation in the brain structures is removed. The values of empathy-technique are that, this not only eliminates (erases) the irritation focus and enhances the antinociceptive system activity, but also mobilizes the reserve resources, and has no side effects. Besides, the patients are able to practice this method independently out of clinic.
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